
WHY YFU?

YFU’s distinctive brand of cultural exchange opens minds and hearts, enables 
learning that transforms lives, and ultimately helps to make us citizens of one 
world.

Our cultural exchange programs provide the ultimate reality check to a 
worldview based on stereotypes. In helping people of all ages to make the world 
their home, we help them to appreciate differences and embrace similarities.

As a staff and volunteer-supported network of more than 70 international 
partner countries, we help participants broaden their perspective through 
immersive experiences that share a culture from the inside out, promoting the 
understanding that we are all citizens of one world. We stay with you every step 
of the way, from application to return, creating a safe, supportive environment 
in which to explore and gain a deeper understanding of different cultures.

We believe cultural exchange reinforces our common humanity by underscoring 
that people everywhere experience the same emotions, joys and challenges. 
YFU offers you the journey of a lifetime, an adventure that allows you to discover the best in yourself and your family, forge 
lifelong connections, and change the way you see the world. 

At its core, YFU is a catalyst for positive global change. Students experience tremendous personal growth, and at the same 
time, the impressions made by the students themselves as well as the broadened perspectives of host families ripple 
through schools and across entire communities. 

Join YFU and take a positive first step in a lifelong journey of international connection.

WHAT WE DO

The long-term objective of YFU and youth exchange is to engage young 
people in personal development opportunities that will increase their 
leadership capacity and improve international understanding and public 
diplomacy. To achieve this, we place YFU students from around the world 
with volunteer host families who are willing to open their homes and share 
their traditions with an international student. During their academic and 
cultural experience, students learn that acceptance and tolerance are 
essential for success in a global society. The experience is transformative 
not only for the student but their host families as well, as they too learn 
about another culture – without even leaving home.

YFU exchange experiences expose participants to everyday life in a different society. It’s learning from the inside out, 
which only happens when a person has time to internalize what they are taking in. Host families share their own traditions, 
holidays, and customs, offering each student a unique, personal version of life in the host country and an understanding of 
its diversity.

While it is true that all travel broadens perspective and exposes the traveler to new experiences, YFU’s programs transform 
who you are and permanently change the way you see. 



TIMELESS MISSION

YFU advances intercultural understanding, mutual respect and social responsibility through educational exchanges for 
youth, families and communities.

YFU's history began humbly in the United States in 1951 in an effort to heal the 
wounds of World War II. By teaching a group of young Germans how families lived 
together in the United States, the hope was that they would be motivated to help 
rebuild their homeland according to what they had experienced on exchange. Dr. 
Rachel Andresen who founded YFU and served as our longtime Executive Director 
brought this vision to life. 

Prior to YFU’s conception in 1948, Dr. Andresen was in attendance when the city 
lights of Amsterdam were turned on for the first time after the war. That moment 
of sudden illumination of the entire city was so impressive she vowed to do 
everything she could with her life "so that the lights would never go out again." In 
1973, her commitment to international youth exchange was recognized when she 
was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. 

In today’s world, the principles of youth exchange hold as much relevance as ever. 
At YFU, we believe that it is within local communities that we will make a global 
impact and a more peaceful world. By hosting each others’ children, we come to 
understand that our similarities are greater than our differences.

ABOUT YFU

For learners of all ages who want a life-changing cultural exchange experience, Youth For Understanding (YFU) offers a wide 
range of opportunities to see the world up close. The global YFU network, consisting of partners in more than 70 different 
countries, is united by the belief that curiosity about the world expands cultural awareness and acceptance of other ways 
to live, which leads to broader perspective and greater understanding. 

Selected to administer more government and corporate scholarships than any other high school exchange program, 
YFU has remained a trusted leader of intercultural exchange programs since 1951 because of its commitment to safety, 
reputation for quality, and exceptional support services.

YFU’s unique intercultural exchanges open minds and hearts, enable learning that transforms lives, and change the way you 
see the world. 
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